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Abstract—In this paper the great threat XSS (Cross-Site Scripting) is introduced, that faced with the web pages. Because of the impacts of such web threats during design and developing web pages, web developers must be aware and have adequate knowledge about varies type of web attacks and how to prevent or mitigate them. Web developers should have knowledge about how attackers attack websites and exploit weak points on websites during filling forms, registering and opening suspicious links or attachments in emails. The important of this subject is to provide great details and information about identifying impacting and protecting from these types of web threats. It aims to provide both web developers and users with enough knowledge while developing and using websites to prevent from such attacks and reduce them impacting and protecting from these types of web threats. It aims to provide both web developers and users with enough knowledge while developing and using websites to prevent from such attacks and reduce them. In this paper use PHP’s functions to evaluate the efficiency of web pages for implementing it and to prevent XSS attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1989 the term “Web” that stands for World Wide Web (shortened to www) developed by Tim Berners, www is the service that the internet provides users to visit or browse documents (web pages) that linked by hypertext links. The main purpose of web is to share and participate data like, text, image, video etc. between web users. HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is a basic file of all web page, Web hangs on using hyperlinks to visit between web pages with a program named a web browser like Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. At early websites composed with only HTML (Static websites) and are restricted to exchange data. A few years later world wide web became commercialized, a lot of server-side languages like PHP, ASP, JSP, Java Script, and VB Script as client-side language is invented and made the web most more interactive (Dynamic websites). However, now web site and web application after invented those languages and techniques are becoming more usable, but the web threats and web attackers have also become the biggest issue for web server, so web designers need to create these components, incorporating the applicable criteria that follow.

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) threat is a code injection attack that lets an attacker to implement or execute harmful JavaScript or other web script in browser of users. The gap (weak point) lets injection of inputs comprising HTML tags and client-side scripts code [1]. The code of XSS can be composed in any client-side scripting language. But JavaScript is used widely than other web scripts. This attack can likewise be positioned through a link in an Email or on a web page that seems to be invented from the hacker’s web page [2].

Among those attacks, XSS is the most well – know security issues in web application in the present and it’s dangerous because it gives the opportunity to other kind of attacks. Due to healthcare institute statistics on 2017 the XSS threat got third place of most common and dangerous web security threats (see figure 1).
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a noncommercial group that helps organizations to maintain, purchase, and develop trusted software applications. In the first instance, it was built as a venture to assign a methodology of standard testing for the industry of application security through web [3].

The security technician can mix and use OWASP recommendations within their work. The (table 1) demonstrates top 10 web security risks. Therefore, users can use these standards as a criterion to test services or applications they use [4].

A. XSS Examples

In the following simple example of XSS malicious code, we assume that the hackers intend is to steal the cookies information of victim's user via manipulating an XSS vulnerability in the webpage. This can be accomplished by having HTML code of victim's browser parser.

```
<script>
window.location='http://www.hackerwebsite/?cookie=document.cookie
</script>
```

The above code of JavaScript directs the user's browser to a dissimilar URL, starting an HTTP request to the hacker's web server. The URL comprises the victim's cookies like a query parameter, which the hacker can get from the request after it reaches to his/her web server. As soon as the hacker has obtained the cookie information, he can utilize them to illegally access the victim and manipulate additional attacks.

B. XSS Types

Overall, XSS attacks classified into two classes: stored (or persistent) and reflected (or non-persistent). In addition to these types, there is another non-famous type of XSS attack called DOM based XSS [5]. The following sub-sections are explaining different classes of XSS. (See table 2) shows common type of XSS and characters of each type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XSS Type</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stored</td>
<td>Stored Server</td>
<td>Stored Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflected</td>
<td>Reflected Server</td>
<td>Reflected Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM-Based</td>
<td>Subset of Client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Stored or Persistent XSS

In stored XSS attacks, the injected malicious code is stored forever on the target servers. In this situation, first the attacker attempts to find weak points in the web application. If any weak points have been located, then the attacker injects a malicious script that has ability to take classified information of the user or might cause other damages [6].

- Reflected XSS

The reflected XSS attacks are opposed to stored XSS attacks, reflected XSS attacks attach malicious code that doesn’t locate on the web server. This type of XSS attacks send malicious or injected links to target (victims) via email, or place the links in a web page or to redirect to another web server [6].

- DOM Based XSS

One of the Cross-Site Scripting attack is DOM XSS that depends on inappropriate processing of data form its related DOM objects in the web page. The attacker can manipulate a lot of DOM objects to produce the XSS condition [6].
### III. RELATED WORK

There are numerous studies, investigations and researches have done in the last years about detecting and preventing Cross-Site Scripting issues associated with web sites and web applications. Many solutions of XSS vulnerability has invented by researchers, unfortunately XSS threat still happens in both web sites and web applications. Web pages still face various XSS attacks and the most significant is session hijacking, hackers steal the cookie data of victim’s user and they may use the same sessions. Tools and instruments are designed to protect the web application security; it characterizes the arrangement that helps developers for building up a secure web application and web site. It says XSS is a result of despicable filtering of user input and proposed cautious expulsion of undesirable scripts or HTML tags that can be executed on the web pages.

A strategy is utilized which cover security all through the application life cycle. The application life-cycle stages like web page design, web development, and run time execution ought to be taken after the OWASP security rule in an exact way. Sometimes developer absence of learning can be the reason for security disappointment. The approach of Saxena et al. [7] mitigate Cross-Site Scripting attack by using Microsoft ASP.Net platform that permit both dynamic and static web page contents in defined HTML, they control the recognized context of generation. Their method finds proper sanitization routine for code that dynamically produces contents for instance JavaScript and web page links (URLs).

The hacker can attack the web server by executing the malicious script, therefore content filtering is used as input filtering technique. In Java Script sometimes filter method fails to identify the unwanted input contents [8].

### IV. MITIGATION AND PREVENTING OF XSS

For avoiding Cross-Site Scripting risk, the first is to place to apply a context dependent output encoding. In some cases, it might be enough to encode the HTML special characters, such as opening and closing tags (See table 3) [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Replace</th>
<th>With</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&amp;lt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&amp;gt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>&amp;#40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>)</td>
<td>&amp;#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>&amp;#35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XSS threats can be avoided by validating and checking data that are provided by users to ensure consistence with the required format for web applications, there are four suggested mechanisms for user input validation [10,11].

- **Replacement** is a way to search for dangerous user inputs then substitutes those dangerous codes with correct and true characters.
- **Removal** is a way also to find dangerous inputs but opposed to replacement by removing them.
- **Escaping** way changes (or marks) key characters of the data to avoid it from being interpreted in a dangerous code.
- **Restriction** way checks the user inputs to limited non-malicious.

OWASP’s guide to secure development gives three rules for dealing with user data [12]:
- Accept only known valid data
- Reject recognized harmful data
- Clean harmful data

### V. APPROACHED SYSTEM TO PREVENT XSS

XSS is to be stated how to happen. It takes place when web forms receive malicious scripting code that has been injected to the victim computer then the web browser will execute. In this approach system, secure code PHP functions are proposed to detect and prevent form XSS attack by using two methods, the first one is to use regular expression to validate data from web forms that has been entered by the user, and the second one is another regular expression to check and protect every input entry that has a possibility to face a malicious script in it so even if the hacker inject XSS script code in the input field , this malicious code will not be allowed to be executed and immediately will be removed. In this work, vulnerable PHP web sites has used to assess the efficiency of the proposed system before and after applying it. (See figure 2).

For preventing XSS attack such htmlEntities()and htmlspecialchars(), PHP web programming language provides built-in functions that adapt characters to HTML entities, by using regular expressions that can be found it easier, also replace and work with string as shown in algorithm (1), the primary strategy is AllowList regular expression, which is by tolerating just expected and trusted user inputs data it will make a validation while DenyList regular expression includes checking if the information contains unsuitable data and evacuate all conceivable suspicious characters, for example, as HTML starting tags and ending tags <> with any text inside
Algorithm (1): The Proposed System to prevent XSS Attack Process

Initialize AllowList_RegExp
[
  Hold only alphabetic latter lower and upper case
  Email address reg_exp
  URL: Protocol, domain name, page reg_exp
  MasterCard reg_exp
  Credit card numbers reg_exp
  Phone number regex
  Currency amount regex
]
Initialize DenyList_RegExp
[
  Band JavaScript regex
  Band out VBscript regex
  Band out HTML tags regex
  Band style tags property regex
]

While user input not empty do
  For each item of AllowList_RegExp do
    If user input match item
      Return user_input
    End if
  Next
  For each item of DenyList_RegExp do
    If user input match item
      Remove user_input
      Return empty string
    End if
  Next
Next
End
End

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, XSS threats, its principles and aspects, dangers types are presented in this work. Nowadays, XSS counts as one of the prime threat for web applications. There are three types of XSS, stored XSS, reflected XSS and DOM based XSS. XSS is simply known as "script injection attacks". Web developers must be aware to face attackers and how they attack websites and taking advantages out from weak points of websites during form filling, logging in and opening fishy links or attachments in emails. This paper presented several types of (RG) regular expression that can be used to find threats. In the first step the (XSS) Cross Site-Scripting introduced and explained the level of risky and the main aspects for preventing and detecting from this common threats and approached a system to protecting web page while any attacker tries to run malicious code in victim's browser, for the next step, we will try to develop a tool or extension to browser to automatically detect and prevent running malicious code in the web form.
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